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Santa & Cole BlancoWhite C1
LED Table Lamp
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Antoni Arola

BlancoWhite C1 by Santa & Cole

Designed in 2011 by Antoni Arola, the BlancoWhite C1 table lamp
is an ingenious design combining LED technology with a
minimalist structure. The body of the lamp, merely a centimetre
thick, houses a smart LED plate light source at the bottom of the
of the lamp's surface. The LED source, via dot cutting system,
distributes the light evenly thus creating a beam homogeneity.
The BlancoWhite table lights can be used as tabletop bookcases
or lighting shelves, it's metallic structure is robust and is available
in a white or graphite matt finish.

The design won the Red Dot Design in 2012, and has been
praised for its usability and the potential that this LED technology
can add to our every day lives. BlancoWhite C1 is a perfect cube
(22 x 22 x 22), and is the smallest among the table lamps in the
family. A top a dining table, or your desk the BlancoWhite C1 can
be used in both residential and commercial settings. At the
bottom of the lamp's square surface, you will find an integrated
dimmer to adjust the light's brightness.

The BlancoWhite collection includes another rectangular table
lamp and three suspension lights. The BlancoWhite D1/D2 is
available in two sizes and comes with an option to add a
Up&Down counterweight, and the BlancoWhite Gold Gate and R3
rectangular suspension lights perfect to install above tables or
reception areas.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 8W, 3000K, 288lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Integrated dimmer included on product.

Dimensions: 22 cm width
22 cm length
22 cm height
250 cm cable length
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